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AUTOMATIC SUPERVISORY SYSTEM SYNTHESIS 
FOR PORT CRANES COLLISION PREVENTION 

BY USING PETRI NET 

ABSTRACT 

The article deals with the system of port cranes comprising 
two independently controlled cranes which are simultaneously 
engaged in the transhipment of cargo between a vessel and a 
railway wagon assembly alongside. The crane operator's error 
can lead to tlie collision of cranes. Therefore, it is necessary to 
install the supervisor in an automatic control system with the 
functions of continuous supervision of the process of crane 
movement, and blocking of commands that can lead to colli
sion. The article shows the method of crane system modelling 
as a discrete event system by using PIT and P-timed Petri nets. 
There is a proposal of a formal mathematic method for calcu
lation of the state supervisor by P-invariant method. The super
visor calculated in this way is maximally permissive supervisor. 
The efficiency of the supervisor is verified by a computer simu
lation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Endless demands for reducing port operations 
time for loading and unloading of vessels have caused 
the introduction of large port cranes which are able to 
load the cargo within the shortest time period. Every 
extra hour of unexpected extension of port operations 
incurs added costs, and therefore it is essential to de
sign the system of cranes which can be simultaneously 
engaged in loading or unloading cargo. The purpose 
of this crane system is reliable and fast transhipment 
of cargo. However, apart from the reliability and fast 
operations, the safety must also be considered. This 
article considers the formal method of calculation of 
supervising system for the collision prevention of two 
cranes which are simultaneously engaged in ship cargo 

transhipment between the vessel and the railway wag
ons alongside the vessel. 

Port cranes system can be viewed as a discrete 
events dynamic system (DEDS). The main character
istics of these systems are con currency or parallelism, 
asynchronous operations, and event driven operation. 
In a DEDS many operations take place simultane
ously and the evolution of system events is aperiodic. 
The competition of one operation may initiate more 
than one new operation. As a result of these dynamic 
characteristics, the conflict situations can occur when 
two or more processes require a common resource at 
the same time [1 ], [8], [9]. For example, when two port 
cranes require the same positions, the collision can oc
cur. This ~tate is forbidden or unacceptable and is usu
ally the result of wrong system design [3]. To avoid this 
situation, the port cranes supervisory system must be 
applied. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 re
views the basics of supervisory control and Petri net 
properties and describes notations which are used 
throughout the paper. Section 3 defines formal 
method for calculating deadlock prevention supervi
sor by using Petri net. The method described in section 
3 is shown in the example of calculation of the port 
cranes system collision prevention supervisor in sec
tion 4. Finally, in section 5, the supervisor is verified by 
using the computer simulation of cranes movement. 

2. BASICS OF SUPERVISORY CONTROL 
AND PETRI NET 

The basics of supervisory control can be briefly de
scribed as follows. The system of port cranes consid
ered in this article can be viewed as a DEDS process G 
with the forbidden collision states. To prevent occur-
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rence of collision states, the process must be super
vised by the collision prevention supervisor C, which is 
connected with process Gin closed loop (Fig. 1). The 
process generates a sequence of discrete events s and 
sends it to a supervisor C. The supervisor C then gen
erates set of allowable events y that are allowed to 
happen in the process G in the next step. The set y de
pends on the sequence s and does not consist of the 
events that can lead a process to forbidden collision 
states in the next step. 

s 

Figure 1 - Closed loop of the 
process and supervisor 

In this article Place(I'ransition Petri net is used for 
the calculation of the supervisor C, and P-timed Petri 
net is used for supervisor verification. 

The process G and supervisor C are designed by 
the Place!Transitions Petri net (P!T Petri net), a useful 
tool for describing discrete event dynamic systems. 
P!T Petri net is a 6-tuple [12]: 

Q=(P,T,I,O,!f.>,m0 ), (1) 
where: 

P= {Pl, Pz, ... , Pn}- set of places, 
T = {tl, tz, ... , tn}- set of transitions, 

PnT= 0, 
/: P x T __. { 0,1} - input function, 

0. T X P __. { 0,1} - output function, 
et>: (I, 0) __. {1,2,3, ... } -weight function, 

mo: P __. {0,1,2, ... }- initial marking vector. 
A simple P!T Petri net with 5 places and 5 transi

tions is shown in Fig. 2. Places and transitions are the 
nodes of Petri net. 

A transition t ET is enabled at a marking m 
if!_ Vp E •t, m(p) > 0 ( •t is a set of input places to tran
sition t). A transition t that meets the enabled condi
tion is free to fire. When a transition t fires, all of its in
put places lose a number of tokens, and all of its out
put places gain a number of tokens. The state of Petri 
net changes from state m to state m'. This fact will be 
denoted as m[t >m' and is described by: 

m'= m+AT a, (2) 

where: 
A= [ai,j Jm><n- incidence matrix, 

a- firing vector, 
m - number of places in the Petri net, 
n- numberoftransitionsinthePetrinet. 

b) 

0 
0 
0 

Figure 2- P[f Petri net a) and its reachability tree b). 

A reachability tree displays every possible state 
that can occur in the Petri net after firing all transi
tions [1 0]. The reachability tree of Petri net in Fig. 2a) 
is shown in Fig. 2b ). From the reachability tree it is 
possible to see the main characteristics of Petri net, 
such as reachability, boundness, liveliness, conflict, 
deadlock and reversibility. A deadlock is the state 
when no firing in the Petri net is possible. The state m3 
in Fig 2b) is the deadlock state, because there are no 
arcs from this state to the other states. The P!T Petri 
net is safe because the maximum number of tokens in 
the places is one and is partially reversible because it is 
possible to reach initial state m0 after firing transitions 
{tl, t3, ts}. One ofthe structural characteristics ofP!T 
Petri net are P invariants. P- invariant corresponds to 
sets of places whose weighed token count remains a 
constant for all possible markings. 

Timed Petri net [2] is an extension of Place!Transi
tions net, and is useful for performance evaluation of 
DEDS. In this article the P-timed Petri net is used. 
The P-timed Petri net have been defined with timing 
values which are rational numbers, in order to have 
periodical functioning. When a token is deposited in 
place Pi• this token must remain in this place at least 
for a time di. This token is said to be unavailable for 
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this time. When the time di elapses, the token be
comes available. Operating ofP-timed Petri net can be 
described as follows. 

At any time tm, the present marking m is the sum 
of markings m 8 and mu, such that m8 is the marking 
made up of the available tokens and mu is the marking 
made up of the unavailable tokens. A transitions is en
abled for the marking m = m 8 + mu if it is enabled for 
the marking m8 . Firing of transitions is carried out as 
for Place{fransition Petri net, by only removing avail
abJ,e tokens from the input places. This firing has a 
zero duration. If a token is deposited in a place Pi dur
ing a firing carried out at instant tm1, then this token is 
unavailable in the interval [tml> tm1 +di ]. 

The calculation of the supervisor C for the process 
G designed by Place{fransition Petri nets poses a 
complex problem. There are two approaches. The first 
approach is to restrict the Pff Petri net model of the 
process G to the appropriate subclass of P{[ Petri net 
for which it is possible to calculate a maximaiiy per
missive deadlock prevention supervisor. This ap
proach is described in [4], [10] and [11]. The method 
proposed in the article is similar to the approach pub
lished in [5], [6] and [13] and it is grounded in the con
cept that the behaviour of the process designed by Pff 
Petri nets (process P{f Petri net) should be limited by 
addition of control places. This method also allows the 
synthesis of the maximally permissive collision pre
vention supervisors. The synthesis of the controller is 
simple and appropriate for computer implementa
tion. 

3. DEADLOCK PREVENTION 
SUPERVISOR SYNTHESIS 

Let the process modelled by the P{f Petri net be 
described by process incidence matrix 

Ap = [ai,j lmpxn 

(mp- the number ofP{f Petri net places, n- the num
ber of Pff Petri net transitions). It is presupposed that 
all enabled transitions in the process P!f Petri net fire. 
If certain forbidden statesMF can occur in the process, 
the state supervisor in the form of P{[ Petri net needs 
to be added. This supervisor will prevent the occur
rence of the states from MF by applying the con
straints on the set of all reachable states of the process 
P!f Petri net. The supervisor comprises the control 
places that control the firing of the process. Pff Petri 
net supervisor can be described by supervisor inci
dence matrix 

Ac = [ai,j lmcxn 

(me- the number of control places). If the supervisor 
control places are added to the process P{[ Petri net, a 
new composite P{[ Petri net is generated which can-

not reach forbidden states. The composite incidence 
matrix 

A= [ai,j l(mp+mc)xn 
describes a topology of the composite P{f Petri net, 
and it can be obtained if the rows of supervisor inci
dence matrixAc are added to the process incident ma-

trix Ap. It can be pres::[ ~ rws 
Each supervisor control place defines the con

straints to the set of reachable marking of the process 
P{[ Petri net. The constraints to the process P{f Petri 
net can be expressed in the form of linear inequation: 
m 

2-tim(pi)~/3, (3) 
i=l 

where: 
m( pi)- markings of p;, 

li, {3- the integer constants. 
The inequation (3) can be transformed into a lin

ear equation by adding a nonnegative integer slack 
variable m( c), therefore it can be expressed as follows: 
m 
'2-Lim(pi)-m(c)= {3, 
i=l 

where: 
m( c)- slack variable 

(4) 

In this case, the slack variable represents the num
ber of tokens of a new place c which is added to the 
process P{f Petri net. The place c is called the control 
place and it belongs to the supervisor P{f Petri net. 
The control place c is connected by the arches to the 
process P{f Petri net, and with places Pi it forms a 
P-invariant. The places c assure that the sum of tokens 
in places Pi is always grater or the same as {3. 

The number of control places depends on the num
ber of inequation that define the set of forbidden 
states MF. The set of control places comprises the 
state supervisor that constrains the set of reachable 
markings to the process net. The size of the supervi
sor, as well as the size of the composite P{f Petri net is 
in proportion with the number of constraints type ( 4 ). 
The connection between control places and process 
Pff Petri net can be calculated by the application of P
-invariant condition (12]. 

xTA = 0, (5) 
where A is a composite incidence matrix, and vector x 
is P-invariant. 

The set of constraints type (3) can be expressed by 
the matrix inequation: 

L·mp ~b, 
where: 

L- constraint matrix ne xm, 
b - vector ne x l, 

(6) 
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m P - marking vector of process P !T Petri net m x l, 
ne - number of constraints. 
After the introduction of the slack vector lllc, the 

inequation (6) can be transformed into equation: 

L·mp -me= b, 

where: 

(7) 

me- marking vector of supervisor P!T Petri net 
ne xz. 

P- invariant defined by relation ( 4) must satisfy 
the requirements of equation (5), so we can 
write the following: 

x T ·A= [LI] · [ ~ ~ e] = 0 ~ L ·A p -A e = 0 ~ 
~Ae =L·Ap 

where: 
I- unity matrix ne X ne, 

(8) 

A = [ ~ ~ e]- composite incident matrix (m P +me) x n. 

If the incidence matrix of the process P!f Petri net 
A P as well as the given process constraint (ne, L, b) 
are known, from equation (8) follows the calculation 
of supervisor incidence matrix A e. The matrix A e de
fines the arches which connect the control places of 
the supervisor to the transitions in the process P!T 
Petri net. 

As the supervisor initial marking must satisfy the 
relation (7), it is possible to write: 

L·mpo- meo = b ~ meo = L·mpo- b, (9) 

where: 
meo - supervisor initial marking, 
mpo - process net initial marking 

The matrix A e and vector m eo fully define the con
trol place c initial marking, as well as the connection 
between the control place and other places of process 
Pff Petri net. 

4. CASE STUDY: COLLISION PREVEN
TION SUPERVISOR OF PORT 
CRANES SYSTEM 

The method of supervisor calculation by P-invari
ant is shown in the example of calculation of collision 
prevention supervisor of port cranes system [7]. Fig
ure 3 shows the system of two port cranes for the tran
shipment of cargo between the train and the vessel. 
The transhipment of cargo between 7 railway wagons 
and 7 cargo holds on-board ship is shown. Each of the 
cranes has the grab for cargo transhipment from cargo 
holds to the railway wagons on the tracks alongside 
the vessel. The cranes can move to the left towards the 
lower number holds and to the right towards the 
higher number holds. It can stand in place above the 

particular hold and be engaged in transhipment of 
bulk cargo, all depending on the command of the 
crane's operator. The command of the crane is per
formed in the cabin situated below the crane's boom. 
At the moment when the crane reaches the respective 
position (there are positions from 1 to 7), the sensor 
installed on the crane, registers the position. In that 
way, at any time, each crane "knows" its position, and 
how many positions it has to the furthest right or left 
respectively. Apart from that, there are sensors that 
register the reach of the end positions of cranes 1 and 
2. Two cranes work the cargo simultaneously, and they 
are on the common tracks and if necessary, they can be 
engaged in the transhipment from more than one 
cargo hold (mostly 6 in this case), by moving to the left 
or right along the tracks in discrete steps. Thus, for ex
ample, the crane 1 can tranship the cargo from holds 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 (under condition that crane 2 is tran
shipping the cargo from hold 7). The similar applies to 
cranes 2. After all 7 railway wagons have been loaded, 
the train is moved and new railway wagons are 
brought to positions from 1 to 7. In order to make the 
formal supervisor state calculation for prevention of 
crane collision, it is necessary to design the system of 
port cranes as the discrete events system by using Pff 
Petri nets. 

The Petri net in Figure 4 shows the model of one 
crane and describes the crane movement along the 
tracks to the right and left respectively in discrete 
steps. 

The functions of the nodes in Fig. 4 are the follow
ing: Pl -left control,pz- crane available,p3- right con
trol,p4- crane moving a step to the left,p5 - crane mov
ing a step to the right, P6 - the remaining number of 
positions to left end position ,p7- the remaining num
ber of positions to right end position, t1 - the start of 
the movement to the left, tz- the end of the movement 
to the left, t3- the end of the movement to the right, t4 -

the start of the movement to the right. 
It can be seen in Figure 4 that the crane is waiting 

in position No. 3, because m(pz)= 1, andm(p4)= 
= m(ps)= 0. The crane is two positions away from the 
left end position, and four positions from the right end 

Ship 

Train 

Crane 1 Crane 2 

Figure 3 - The system of two port cranes for bulk 
cargo transhipment 
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position because m(p6) = 2 and m(p7) = 4. Also it is 
clear that the operator of the crane gave out the com
mand for moving three steps to the right from the po
sition 3, towards the position 6 because m(p3) = 3. 

The process Pff Petri net showing the behaviour 
of two cranes consists of 2 P!f Petri net presented in 
Figure 4. In such case, the process Pff Petri net of 
two cranes has the total of 14 places and 8 transitions. 
The Petri net topology of each crane is exactly the 
same, and there is a difference only in the initial 
marking of certain places. It should be considered 
that the number of tokens in the places of respective 
cranes is not equal, as the cranes are not at the same 
positions (one crane is waiting while the other is mov
ing). This model does not take into account that the 
cranes have the common track, and so it is possible to 
give out the order, for example to move the crane 1 
which is in position 2 right to position 5, and at the 
same time to move crane 2 from the position 5 to the 
left to position 2. In this case, the collision of cranes is 
inevitable. Therefore, the calculation of maxirnally 
permissive collision prevention state supervisor must 
be done. The supervisor consists of one or more con
trol places which have to be added to the existing pro
cess Pff Petri net. The control places are connected 
by arches to the transitions of the process Pff Petri 

Figure 4 - Petri net model of one crane 

net of two cranes. The function of the supervisor is to 
block the transitions firing selectively i. e. only those 
transitions that may cause the forbidden state of 
crane collision. 

Figure 5 shows a process Pff Petri net comprising 
crane 1 and crane 2, (nodes PI-P14• t1-tg). The calcula-
tion of the control place c1 for collision prevention of 
crane 1 and crane 2 starts with the constraint 
m(p7) + m(p13)::::. 7 which can be expressed in the 
form of (4) as m(p7 )+m(p13)-m(ci)= 7. Supervi-
sor incidence matrix A c which defines the connection 
of control place c1 with a process Pff Petri net, can be 
calculated from (8): 

Ac = L·Ap = [01 0-1-101 0] (10) 

where: 

-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 1 1 -1 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 

1 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 -1 1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 1 0 -1 0 0 0 0 
A - , process p- 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 P!T 

0 0 0 0 -1 1 1 -1 Petri net 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 incidence 

0 0 0 0 1 -1 0 0 matrix, 

0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 

0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 

L = [0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 01 01 a constraint matrix. 

By matrices A P and A c it is possible to calculate 
the composite Pff Petri net incidence matrix compris
ing of a process P!f Petri net with an added control 
place c1. Control place initial marking can be calcu
lated from (9): 

mco = L·mpo- b= 1 (11) 

........ ', c, ,,' ...... 
---i.r--~:..-----

, . I 

' J ---

Figure 5 - Two cranes - P{f Petri net with a control place c1 
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22 23 24 

22 23 24 

26 27 28 
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I 

! d 
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Figure 6 - Markings of the places from Fig. 5 during the crane movements 
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where: 
mpo = [0 1 3 0 0 0 5 21 0 0 0 3 31 initial marking of 

process P{f Petri net 
b = 7, constraint vector 

Figure 5 shows a composite P{f Petri net. It can be 
seen that a control place c1 has the function of secur
ing that the total sum of tokens in places P7·Pl3 and c1 

remains always the same or larger than 7, which is the 
condition for the collision prevention of two cranes. 
The number of tokens at control place c1 shows the 
current number of free positions between the two 
cranes. If the cranes happen to be next to each other, 
there is no free position between them, the control 
place c1 does not have a token, and the transitions t4 

and t5 are blocked, which prevents further movement 
of the crane 1 to he right and crane 2 to the left, re
gardless of commands that are given by the crane's op
erator. All the other operator's commands that cannot 
lead to a collision are not blocked by the control place. 
Therefore this supervisor is the maximally permissive. 
Real automatic control system for collision prevention 
can be easily done from the composite P{f Petri net in 
Fig.5. 

5. VERIFICATION OF SUPERVISOR 
USING P-TIMED PETRI NET 
COMPUTER SIMULATIONS 

Verification of collision prevention supervisor is 
done by the "Petri. Net Simulator" software for simu
lation P{f, P-timed or T- timed Petri nets. This appli
cation is used for drawing and simulation Petri net in 
Fig. 5. Every place in the net is defined by the timing 
value of 1 minute, so duration of every operation is ex
actly 1 minute. Duration of the whole simulation is 28 
minutes. Figure 6 shows dynamics evolution of the 
places marking of the net in Fig. 5 during the crane 
movements. The functions of the graphs from top 
down in Fig. 6 are the following: P3 -crane 1 right con
trol, Pl - crane 1 left control, PS - crane 1 is moving a 
step to the right, P4 - crane 1 is moving a step to the 
left, crane 1 position, PlO - crane 2 right control, PB -
crane 2left control,p12- crane 1 is moving a step to the 
right,p11 - crane 2 is moving a step to the left, crane 2 
position, c - marking of the control places. 

At the start of simulation, crane 1 is at position No. 
2, and crane 2 is at position No. 7. The crane 1 opera
tor gives command to move crane 1 a step to the right 
at the start and in 20th minute. The crane 2 operator 
gives command to move crane 2 a step to the left at the 
start and in the 5th, lOth, 15th, 20th, 25th minute, and 
a step to the right in 3rd and 25th minute. The collision 
prevention supervisor, which controls the crane move
ments, allows executions of all commands from opera
tors, except the commands from 17th to 25th minute, 

because in this period the cranes are too close and the 
wrong commands from each of the operator may lead 
to crane collision. Note that marking of control place 
in this dangerous period of 8 minutes is zero, which 
means that the firing of transitions t4 and t5 are 
blocked and the commands from operators cannot be 
executed. 

5. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents one of the methods of calculat
ing collision prevention supervisor in the crane system 
for transhipment of cargo between a ship and a railway 
wagon assembly alongside. A collision in the port 
cranes systems can occur during the crane movement 
as the consequence of the improper control of port 
cranes, while they are trying to reach the same posi
tion for cargo transhipment. To prevent collision, the 
process of moving must be supervised by the collision 
prevention supervisor. In this paper P{f Petri nets 
have been used as a tool for supervisor calculation, 
and a P-timed Petri net for supervisor verification. 
The paper proposes the method for creating a suitable 
P{f Petri net model of port cranes system, as well as 
the algorithm for generating collision-free P{f Petri 
net. To calculate the supervisor, it is necessary to de
fme the set of inequality which defines the P{f Petri 
net forbidden states. After that, it is possible to calcu
late control places using the P-invariant method. The 
control places are connected with the P{f Petri net 
model of port cranes system, and form collision-free 
P{f Petri net without the set of forbidden states. The 
proposed formal method generates the maximally 
permissive supervisor, which blocks a crane move
ment only in the situation of immediate danger of col
lision. The proposed method is simple and appropri
ate for computer implementation and can be applied 
to the complex discrete event system. 
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SAZETAK 

SINTEZA AUTOMATSKOG NADZORNOG SUSTAVA 
ZA SPRJECAVANJE SUDARA LUCKIH DIZALICA 
KORISTENJEM PETRIJEVIH MREZA 

U clanku se razmatra sustav luckih dizalica koji se sastoji 
od dvije zasebno upravljane dizalice koje istovremeno obavlja-
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ju prekrcaj tereta izmedu broda i kompozicije vlaka pozicioni
rane pored broda. Uslijed greske operatera koji upravljaju diza
licama, moguce doCi do sudara dizalica. Radi toga je potrebno 
ugraditi nadzomik u sustav automatskog upravljanja koji ima 
zadatak kontinuirano nadzirati proces pomicanja dizalica, te 
blokirati komande koje mogu dovesti do sudara. u clanku je 
prikazan naCin modeliranja sustava dizalica kao sustava s dis
kretnim dogadajima pomocu PIT i P-vremenskih Petrijevih 
mreza. Predlozena je fonnalna matematicka metoda za prora
cun nadzomika stanja metodom P-invarijanti. Nadzomik koji 
je proracunat na ovaj nacin je najvise dozvoljavajuCi. Djelo
tvomost nadzomika verificirana je kompjuterskom simulaci
jom. 
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